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redox homeostasis regulator
perturbs the Nrf2 antioxidant program for
reinforced sonodynamic therapy†

Huan Wang, ‡a Xinchen Liu,‡b Xiangyu Yan,c Jiawen Fan,a Daowei Li,d

Jinsong Ren *a and Xiaogang Qu *a

Ultrasound (US)-mediated sonodynamic therapy (SDT) has emerged as a spatiotemporally controllable

therapeutic modality in combating cancer because of its high tissue-penetration depth and minimal

invasiveness. However, the elevated nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 (Nrf2) antioxidant

program in cancer cells can serve as a chief reactive oxygen species (ROS) detoxification system to

alleviate oxidative injury and promote tumorigenesis, and thus greatly antagonize the therapeutic efficacy

of ROS-mediated anticancer therapies. Herein, we report that vanadium carbide MXene-derived carbon

dots (PMQDs) can act as high-efficacy sonosensitizers to efficiently generate ROS upon US irradiation

and simultaneously hinder the Nrf2 antioxidant program for enhanced sonodynamic therapy of cancer.

These PMQDs show superior US-triggered ROS generating ability because of their efficient migration/

separation of electron–hole pairs and narrow bandgap. Importantly, these PMQDs can serve as efficient

redox homeostasis regulators to perturb the Nrf2 antioxidant mechanism and thus reduce its effects on

ROS neutralization for enhanced SDT efficacy. Overall, the present study will not only provide a new

paradigm to augment SDT by perturbing the Nrf2 antioxidant program, but also give valuable insights

into developing high-efficacy MXene-derived nanoagents for cancer therapy.
Introduction

Sonodynamic therapy (SDT) has attracted increasing interest in
cancer therapy due to its distinctive properties including
minimal invasiveness, high tumor specicity, and high thera-
peutic efficacy, and employs sonosensitizers to generate cyto-
toxic ROS at the focal point under ultrasound (US) irradiation.1–3

Unlike photodynamic therapy (PDT) based on optics, US shows
much deeper tissue-penetration depth, enabling SDT to ablate
tumors embedded in deep tissues and organs.4 Thus far,
various kinds of sonosensitizers, including organic molecules
and inorganic nanoagents, have been investigated for SDT.4–10

However, therapeutic efficacies are still far from satisfactory.
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One of the major challenges faced by sonosensitizers is that
cancer cells have developed an enhanced antioxidant defense
system to maintain the reductive environment needed to navi-
gate the stresses of rapid proliferation and the hostile micro-
environment.11 Such a protective system confers oxidative stress
resistance in cancer cells to combat therapeutics that rely on
inducing oxidative stress. The transcription factor, nuclear
factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 (Nrf2), is regarded as a master
regulator of genes encoding numerous antioxidant enzymes,
such as NAD(P)H quinone dehydrogenase 1 (NQO1) and heme
oxygenase-1 (HO-1), via binding antioxidant-response elements
(AREs) in response to oxidative stress.12,13 The elevated Nrf2/ARE
antioxidant mechanism in cancer cells neutralizes intracellular
ROS and confers amore reduced intracellular environment, and
thus antagonizes the therapeutic efficacy of ROS-mediated
anticancer therapies.14–16 Additionally, a high Nrf2 level in
cancer cells is associated with poor prognosis.17,18 Thus, the
Nrf2 antioxidant system can represent a promising target to
improve the SDT efficacy.

Carbon dots (CDs) hold great promise in biomedical appli-
cations owing to their high stability, abundant low-cost sources,
good biosafety, and unique physicochemical properties.19–27 In
particular, the band structure of CDs with the quantum
connement effect can be nely regulated by structure engi-
neering including size and composition engineering, suggest-
ing their potential in SDT.28–30 So far, a variety of small
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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molecules and polymers, as well as biomass, have been used as
carbon precursors for CD preparation, rapidly leading to a large
family of CDs with versatile architectures. Notably, the proper-
ties of CDs are closely related to the type of precursor used in the
synthetic process. Recently, an emerging class of layer-struc-
turedmaterials including transitionmetal carbides and nitrides
(MXenes) have been developed by selectively etching MAX-
phase ceramics with the general chemical formula Mn+1AXn (n¼
1–3), where M represents an early transition metal, X represents
carbon, nitrogen, or their blend, and A represents an element
from the IIIA–IVA groups.31,32 Notably, MXenes with exposed
terminal metal sites can result in versatile properties, providing
desired effects for biological uses.33,34 Recent studies have
demonstrated that vanadium(V) exposure signicantly reduces
the gene expression of Nrf2, thus reducing the cellular antiox-
idant capacity by reducing the expression of downstream
Fig. 1 Characterization and properties of MXene-derived CDs. Schem
sensitizers to efficiently generate ROS upon US irradiation and hinder
Render.com. TEM and HR-TEM images of VCQDs (b). Scale bars are equ
transform pattern of VCQDs. Schematic illustration of the application of P
with BioRender.com.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
antioxidant enzymes.35,36 Inspired by the above attractive
features, herein we report the preparation of high-efficacy
sonodynamic CDs (PMQDs) by using vanadium carbide MXene
as the carbon source. Due to the efficient migration/separation
of electron–hole pairs and the narrow bandgap, these PMQDs
exhibited superior US-triggered ROS generating ability
compared with that of the classical sonosensitizer, nano-TiO2.
Signicantly, the vanadium oxide species on PMQDs could
perturb the Nrf2/ARE antioxidant mechanism and thus reduce
its effects on ROS neutralization to strengthen the SDT efficacy
via reducing the expression of Nrf2 and downstream antioxi-
dant enzymes such as NQO1 and HO-1, favoring ROS-mediated
cancer therapy (Fig. 1a). Additionally, the vanadium(V) on
PMQDs endowed them with glutathione (GSH) depletion
properties. All these collective properties of PMQDs highlight
their promise as potent nanoagents for both cellular
atic illustration of the application of PMQDs as high-efficacy sono-
the tumor antioxidant program in cancer cells (a). Created with Bio-
al to 20 nm, 10 nm, and 2 nm from left to right. Inset: the fast Fourier
MQDs for enhanced SDT of cancer in tumor-bearing mice (c). Created
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antioxidant program hindrance and effective ROS generation to
enhance SDT efficacy.
Results and discussion

Layer-structured V2C MXene was rst prepared by selectively
etching the Al in the V2AlC MAX phase with hydrouoric acid,
which was characterized by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as shown in Fig. 2a
and S2.†37 Aerwards, CDs made from V2C MXene (denoted as
VCQDs) were synthesized via an ultrasonic/hydrothermal
hybrid process (Fig. S1†). Transmission electron microscope
(TEM) images indicated that these VCQDs were homogeneous
with an average size of 2.51 nm (Fig. 1b and S3†). The high-
resolution TEM (HR-TEM) image indicated that these VCQDs
had ne crystallinity with a lattice spacing of 0.21 nm, which
could be attributed to the characteristic diffraction planes of the
sp2 graphitic carbon. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern
showed that VCQDs possessed a hexagonal crystalline structure,
which was in agreement with the six-fold symmetry feature of
graphene.38 Moreover, the PXRD pattern of the VCQDs showed
broadened characteristic diffractions of graphitic carbon
(Fig. 2b).39 High-resolution XPS spectra were used to explore the
chemical states of C, O, and V elements in V2C MXene and
VCQDs in detail. Compared with V2C MXene, the C–V peak
disappears completely in the C 1s region of VCQDs (Fig. 2c and
d).40,41 Additionally, a dramatic increase in the intensities of the
C–O and COOH signals could be observed.38 The vanished C–V
bonds and the increased contents of C–O/COOH species could
be attributed to the oxidation of V2C MXene. Indeed,
Fig. 2 Characterization of VCQDs. PXRD patterns of V2AlC and V2C MXe
XPS spectra of V2C MXene. C 1s (d), V 2p (f), and O 1s (h) XPS spectra of

6706 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6704–6714
signicantly increased contents of C–O/COOH species could
also be identied in the O 1s region of VCQDs (Fig. 2g and h).
The oxidation of V2C MXene as well as the valence change of V
were further investigated by V 2p XPS (Fig. 2e and f). The
content of Vd+ species from V–C bonds was high in V2C MXene.
For VCQDs, a negligible amount of Vd+ species could be iden-
tied in the V 2p region, and the high valence V species
including V4+ and V5+ were dominant, which could be attributed
to the mixed vanadium oxide (VOx) species.40–43 Moreover,
a negligible amount of F could be detected in the F 1s region
(Fig. S4†). Thus, the detailed formation process of VCQDs could
be proposed as follows. The V2CMXene could not remain stable
and the C–V bonds were easily broken during the formation
process of VCQDs, leading to the formation of C atoms with
unsaturated bonds and oxidized V species.38,42,43 These C atoms
with unsaturated bonds in the carbon layer reacted with each
other and formed a stable graphitic structure.38 Meanwhile, lots
of oxygenated groups such as C–OH and COOHwere introduced
under such oxidation conditions.38 The oxidized V species
underwent coordination with oxygenated groups on the
graphitic structure, resulting in the formation of VOx species on
VCQDs.44 XPS survey spectra demonstrated that only �9% of
vanadium atoms in V2C MXene were retained on VCQDs
because of the vanished C–V bonds and the limited content of
oxygenated groups on VCQDs for oxidized V species binding
and subsequent formation of VOx species (Fig. S5†). These
VCQDs with enriched oxygenated groups exhibited relatively
high dispersibility in water (Fig. S6†). The stability of VCQDs
against various physiological solutions including water and
saline was explored via dialysis. Results of inductively coupled
ne (a), as well as VCQDs and PMQDs (b). C 1s (c), V 2p (e), and O 1s (g)
VCQDs.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) revealed that a negligible
amount of V was released from VCQDs even when the co-incu-
bation period was prolonged to 7 days, indicating the high
stability of these VCQDs in the above physiological solutions
(data not shown). Moreover, the stability of VCQDs was further
veried by XPS analysis (Fig. S7†).

In order to investigate the US-triggered ROS generating ability
of VCQDs, electron spin resonance (ESR) was adopted to explore
the generation of 1O2 and cOH by using TEMP and DMPO as the
trapping agents, respectively. Fig. 3a and b illustrate the dose-
dependent and time-dependent increase in ESR spectra obtained
upon US irradiation of VCQDs with TEMP. The ESR signals dis-
played a typical spectrum characteristic of the TEMP/1O2

adducts, while a negligible ESR signal could be detected for
Fig. 3 Sonodynamic activity of VCQDs and related mechanisms. ESR spe
(b) 1O2 generation of VCQDs (100 mg mL�1) under US irradiation (1.0 M
concentration-dependent (c) and time-dependent (d) cOH generation of
cycle: 50%, 5 min). TEMP and DMPO are used as the trapping agents to i
spectrum transformed from the UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectrum by u
plots of VCQDs and TiO2 obtained from EIS measurements (g). Concent
the indicator of sulphydryl (–SH) in GSH (h). Schematic illustration of the
of VCQDs under different excitations (j). The ROS generating abilities of

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
samples containing the spin probe and VCQDs without US irra-
diation or the irradiated spin probe alone. These results indi-
cated that the US-triggered generation of 1O2 by VCQDs occurred
in a concentration-dependent manner and an irradiation period-
dependent manner. As for cOH detection, similar results could
be observed by using DMPO as the spin probe (Fig. 3c and d).
These results demonstrated that VCQDs exhibited obvious US-
triggered ROS generating capacity. Compared with the classical
sonosensitizer, nano-TiO2, the generation of 1O2 and cOH by
VCQDs was much higher under the same US irradiation condi-
tions. Quantitatively, the TEMP/1O2 and DMPO/cOH signal
intensities of VCQDs increased by 832.91% and 232.75%
compared with those of nano-TiO2, indicating that VCQDs could
serve as high-efficacy sonosensitizers (Fig. 3k).
ctra demonstrating concentration-dependent (a) and time-dependent
Hz, 0.5 W cm�2, duty cycle: 50%, 5 min). ESR spectra demonstrating
VCQDs (100 mg mL�1) under US irradiation (1.0 MHz, 0.5 W cm�2, duty
nvestigate the generation of 1O2 and cOH, respectively. The absorption
sing the Kubelka–Munk function (e) and Tauc plot (f) of VCQDs. Nyquist
ration-dependent GSH depletion abilities of VCQDs by using DTNB as
sonodynamic mechanism of VCQDs under US irradiation (i). PL spectra
VCQDs and TiO2 quantified by the ESR signal intensities (k).

Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6704–6714 | 6707
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The UV-vis diffuse reectance spectrum and corresponding
absorption spectrum transformed by the Kubelka–Munk func-
tion were further recorded to better understand the sonody-
namic performance of VCQDs (Fig. 3e and S8†). The bandgap
energy of a sonosensitizer describes the energy needed to excite
an electron from the valence band to the conduction band.
Generally, a reduced bandgap can result in enhanced ROS
generation during SDT. The Tauc plots presented in Fig. 3f and
S9† were used to determine the band gap energies of VCQDs
and commercial nano-TiO2. The bandgap of VCQDs was deter-
mined to be 2.57 eV, much lower than that of commercial nano-
TiO2 (3.09 eV). During SDT, the US-triggered ROS generation is
initiated by the sonoluminescence effect. The sonolumi-
nescence is the emission of light in the ultraviolet and visible
regions, which is produced by the cavitation-induced bubble
collapse upon therapeutic US irradiation.45–47 The sonolumi-
nescence can activate the sonosensitizers via an energy transfer
process for ROS generation. Hence, bandgap narrowing can
allow sonosensitizers to be activated in a more visible band and
facilitate the generation of electron–hole pairs for the subse-
quent activation of surrounding O2 and H2O molecules to
produce ROS.48,49 Additionally, the charge recombination
dynamics of both VCQDs and TiO2 have been investigated by
time-resolved photoluminescence (TR-PL) spectroscopy.
Compared with TiO2, VCQDs showed a longer photo-
luminescence lifetime, indicating the mitigated charge recom-
bination (Fig. S10†). Furthermore, the charge transfer capacity
and carrier separation efficacy of VCQDs were investigated by
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). As shown in
Fig. 3g, the Nyquist plots of VCQDs exhibited a smaller semi-
circle than that of commercial nano-TiO2, indicating the more
efficient migration/separation of electron–hole pairs of VCQDs.
All these exciting results indicated the outstanding US-medi-
ated ROS-generating ability of VCQDs. Moreover, the V5+ on
VCQDs endowed them with efficient GSH depletion proper-
ties.50 As shown in Fig. 3h and S11,† with increasing concen-
tration of VCQDs, the GSH depletion was signicantly
enhanced. Similar to other CDs, these VCQDs exhibited pho-
toluminescence (PL) properties with PL excitation (PLE) and PL
peaks at 360 nm and 445 nm, respectively (Fig. 3j and S12†).
Considering their further bio-related uses, VCQDs were further
modied with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG). The modication of
nanomaterials with PEG can reduce the reticuloendothelial
system (RES) uptake and increase the blood circulation time by
diminishing their association with nontargeted serum and
tissue proteins.51 Moreover, the PEG functionalization of ultra-
small nanomaterials can efficiently increase their tumor accu-
mulation caused by the enhanced permeability and retention
(EPR) effect and prolonged body retention.51 Therefore, VCQDs
were further modied with PEG via the interaction between
graphitic carbon and terminal phospholipid groups of mPEG-
DSPE, which were termed PMQDs (Fig. S13†). Generally,
a graphitic carbon-based nanostructure decorated with
oxygenated groups contains a mixture of sp2 and sp3 hybridized
carbon atoms, and the ultrasmall sp2-hybridized domains are
isolated within the sp3 carbon matrix, and the local hydro-
phobic sp2 hybridized domains can be utilized for phospholipid
6708 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6704–6714
binding.25,52 As shown in Fig. S14,† compared with that of
VCQDs, the z potential value of PMQDs exhibited a signicant
increase, demonstrating successful PEGylation. Moreover, the
PXRD pattern of PMQDs indicated that the graphitic carbon
cores were well preserved aer PEGylation (Fig. 2b). Signi-
cantly, the non-covalent PEGylation of VCQDs showed a negli-
gible inuence on the generation of 1O2 and cOH upon US
irradiation (Fig. S15†).

The elevated Nrf2/ARE antioxidant mechanism in cancer
cells neutralizes intracellular ROS and antagonizes the thera-
peutic efficacy of ROS-mediated anticancer therapies. Accord-
ingly, the downstream antioxidant enzymes of Nrf2 were
expressed at high levels in numerous human cancers, such as
breast cancer, as compared with normal tissues.53,54 Thus,
triple-negative breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231) were selected
as a typical cell line for subsequent studies. Considering that
NQO1 and HO-1 were two representative downstream antioxi-
dant enzymes of Nrf2, we rst used publicly available databases
to analyze the clinical-related associations between NQO1/HO-1
and breast cancer (Fig. 4a–d). Analysis of data from the TNMplot
database showed higher expression of NQO1 and HO-1 in breast
cancer samples than that of normal controls.55 Analysis of data
from the Kaplan–Meier Plotter showed that the overall survival
rate of breast cancer patients with high expression of NQO1 and
HO-1 was signicantly lower than that of breast cancer patients
with low expression of NQO1 and HO-1.56 These analyses indi-
cated that the downstream antioxidant enzymes of Nrf2
including NQO1 and HO-1 did have close associations with
pathological changes in breast cancer. Encouraged by above
results, we rst investigated the effects of PMQDs on the Nrf2
antioxidant program of MDA-MB-231 cells. The cellular uptake
of PMQDs was rst explored. Although PMQDs could emit blue
uorescence, the uorescence was too weak for intracellular
observation. Indeed, negligible uorescence from PMQDs could
be detected under the same parameters of the confocal micro-
scope used for DAPI uorescent probes (data not shown).
Hence, PMQDs were functionalized with DSPE-PEG-Cy5 to
result in uorescent Cy5-PMQDs. The successful construction
of Cy5-PMQDs was conrmed via PL spectra (Fig. S17†). As
shown in Fig. 4e, Cy5-PMQDs could be effectively internalized
by MDA-MB-231 cells in a time-dependent manner. Western
blot analysis in Fig. 4i and k indicated that PMQDs could
markedly suppress the expression of Nrf2 and its downstream
antioxidant enzymes such as NQO1 and HO-1 in a concentra-
tion-dependent manner and an incubation period-dependent
manner, which could be further veried by quantitative real-
time PCR (qRT-PCR) analysis (Fig. 4l and m). Using immuno-
uorescence imaging, we found that an obvious decrease in the
levels of cytoplasmic Nrf2 and its nuclear translocation could be
observed upon PMQD treatment (Fig. 4f and g). Typically, the
excess intracellular ROS liberates Nrf2 from its cytoplasmic
repressor Keap1 and provokes the accumulation of Nrf2 in the
nucleus for the activation of the expression of a set of detoxi-
fying and antioxidant enzyme genes.57 Under normal condi-
tions, Nrf2 is constantly degraded via the ubiquitin-proteasome
pathway in a Keap1-dependent manner.58 It has been well
demonstrated that V5+ exposure could upregulate the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 PMQDs hindering the Nrf2/ARE antioxidant program in vitro. Kaplan–Meier plots of distant relapse-free survival of patients, with low (n ¼
3075) or high (n¼ 1854) NQO1mRNA levels by the auto select best cutoff in Kaplan–Meier Plotter (a). Kaplan–Meier plots of distant relapse-free
survival of patients, with low (n ¼ 3652) or high (n ¼ 1277) HO-1 mRNA levels by the auto select best cutoff in Kaplan–Meier Plotter (c). Data are
obtained from the Kaplan–Meier plotter database. Differences between two survival curves are analyzed using the log-rank (Mantel–Cox) test.
HR and P are adopted from the Kaplan–Meier Plotter. NQO1 (b) and HO-1 (d) are overexpressed in breast invasion carcinoma tissues than
adjacent normal tissues in TNMplot database (RNA-seq, P ¼ 6.11 � 10�3 for NQO1 and P ¼ 4.63 � 10�3 for HO-1). P < 0.05 is recognized as
statistically significant. Time-dependent cellular internalization imaging of Cy5-PMQDs (e). Scale bars are equal to 50 mm. Time-dependent (f)
and concentration-dependent (g) confocal imaging of immunofluorescence staining of Nrf2 (red) in MDA-MB-231 cells treated with PMQDs.
Scale bars are equal to 50 mm. Time-dependence (i) and concentration-dependence (k) of western blot analysis of MDA-MB-231 cells treated
with PMQDs. (h) Pearson's co-localization coefficient between Nrf2 and DAPI in the depicted cells shown in (f). (j) Pearson's co-localization
coefficient between Nrf2 and DAPI in the depicted cells shown in (g). Error bars represent standard deviation from the mean. A total of 12
individual cells (4 fields per experiment, 3 individual cells per field) are used for analysis. Time-dependence (l) and concentration-dependence (m)
of qRT-PCR analysis of MDA-MB-231 cells treatedwith PMQDs. The qRT-PCR results are expressed as themean� error (n¼ 3). Asterisks indicate
statistically significant differences (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001).

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6704–6714 | 6709
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intracellular Keap1 and promote Nrf2 degradation, leading to
the reduction of antioxidant capacity.35,36 Since PMQDs were
enriched with V5+ species, they could perturb the Nrf2/ARE
antioxidant mechanism and downregulate the expression of the
downstream antioxidant enzymes of Nrf2 such as NQO1 and
HO-1. Additionally, we assessed whether PMQDs could alter the
intracellular GSH levels. As shown in Fig. 5e and f and S18,†
with increasing concentration of PMQDs, the GSH levels inside
cells decreased signicantly, indicating that PMQDs could
effectively deplete intracellular GSH.

The SDT efficacy of PMQDs was then investigated in vitro.
MTT assays associated with MDA-MB-231 cells without US
irradiation revealed that cellular viabilities were moderately
hindered by PMQDs at high concentrations (Fig. 5a). Results of
ow cytometry indicated that excess intracellular ROS were
Fig. 5 In vitro SDT efficacy of PMQDs. Cytotoxicity and SDT efficacy (1.
standard deviation from the mean (n ¼ 4). Asterisks indicate statistically s
necrosis analysis of SDT efficacy based on flow cytometry in MDA-MB-23
50%) irradiation (b). The expression of cleaved PARP, cleaved caspase-3,
western blot analysis (c). Representative digital photographs of the colon
(1.0 MHz, 1 W cm�2, duty cycle: 50%) irradiation (d). Quantitative analysi
cytometry analysis of GSH levels in MDA-MB-231 cells incubated with P
MDA-MB-231 cells incubated with PMQDs upon US (1.0 MHz, 1 W cm�

stained MDA-MB-231 cells treated with PMQDs under US (1.0 MHz, 1 W
Error bars represent standard deviation from the mean (n ¼ 3). Asterisks i
0.001).

6710 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6704–6714
generated when cells were treated with PMQDs (Fig. 5g and
S19†). The increased intracellular ROS levels could be attributed
to the PMQD-induced reduction of the increased antioxidant
capacity of cancer cells. Upon US irradiation (1 MHz, 1 W cm�2,
duty cycle: 50%, 1 min), PMQD-mediated SDT induced signi-
cantly enhanced cytotoxicity. Results of ow cytometry further
demonstrated that PMQDs could signicantly increase the
intracellular ROS levels upon US irradiation, indicating that
PMQDs had an excellent US-induced ROS-generating ability in
vitro. The ROS-generating ability of PMQDs could also be visu-
alized by uorescence microscopy (Fig. 5h). Furthermore, cell-
killing effects of PMQDs with or without US irradiation were
veried by Annexin V-FITC apoptosis detection (Fig. 5b and
S20†). The anti-proliferative effects of PMQDs were then inves-
tigated by a cell colony formation assay. As shown in Fig. 5d,
0 MHz, 1 W cm�2, duty cycle: 50%) of PMQDs (a). Error bars represent
ignificant differences (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001). Apoptosis/
1 cells incubated with PMQDs upon US (1.0 MHz, 1 W cm�2, duty cycle:
and b-actin in MDA-MB-231 cells incubated with PMQDs examined by
y formation assay of MDA-MB-231 cells treated with PMQDs under US
s of GSH levels in MDA-MB-231 cells incubated with PMQDs (e). Flow
MQDs (f). Flow cytometry analysis of US-induced ROS generation in
2, duty cycle: 50%) irradiation (g). Fluorescence images of DCFH-DA
cm�2, duty cycle: 50%) irradiation (h). Scale bars are equal to 200 mm.
ndicate statistically significant differences (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P <

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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MDA-MB-231 cells co-treated with PMQDs and US irradiation
displayed far fewer colonies even at a low concentration of 20 mg
mL�1, indicating the high US-triggered anti-proliferative ability
of PMQDs. Western blot analysis of the expression of apoptosis
biomarkers (Caspase 3 and PARP) further revealed that MDA-
MB-231 cells were killed by PMQDs via an apoptosis process
(Fig. 5c). All these results demonstrated that PMQDs could
efficiently generate ROS upon US irradiation to kill cancer cells
and hinder the tumor Nrf2 antioxidant program in vitro.

We then explored the biodistribution of these PMQDs in
MDA-MB-231 tumor-bearing mice. Time-dependent in vivo
uorescence imaging was carried out to monitor the bio-
distribution of Cy5-PMQDs visually. As shown in Fig. 6b, Cy5-
PMQDs could be easily detected in tumors within 6 h aer
Fig. 6 In vivo SDT efficacy of PMQDs. Schematic illustration of the PM
dependent in vivo (b) and ex vivo (c) fluorescence imaging of tumor-bea
PMQDs from tumor-bearing mice after i.v. injection via ICP-MS (d). Tumo
Tumor masses collected from the tumor-bearing mice at 15 days post in
various treatments (g). H&E/TUNEL-stained images of tumor slices coll
images of major organs of the mice after various treatments (h). Scale b
rescence images of tumor slices collected from various groups after vari
standard deviation from the mean (n ¼ 3). Asterisks indicate statistically

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
intravenous (i.v.) injection. Signicantly, the uorescence signal
from Cy5-PMQDs could also be detected in the tumors even at
72 h post-injection, suggesting their long blood circulation time
and satisfactory tumor accumulation (Fig. 6c). The above results
were further veried by ICP-MS ex vivo (Fig. 6d). Moreover, most
of the PMQDs remained in the kidneys during the experimental
period, and the uorescent signals from Cy5-MOF QDs as well
as the levels of V in other organs decreased over time. The above
biodistribution analysis indicated that the main clearance
pathway of PMQDs was a renal one, which could minimize the
potential long-term toxicity. We further investigated the in vivo
anticancer efficacy of PMQDs. Balb/c nude mice bearing MDA-
MB-231 tumors were randomly divided into four groups and
dened as the control, US alone, PMQDs alone, and PMQDs +
QD-mediated SDT process (a). Created with BioRender.com. Time-
ring mice after i.v. injection of Cy5-PMQDs. Biodistribution analysis of
r growth curves of the tumor-bearing mice after various treatments (e).
itiation of various treatments (f). Bodyweight changes of the mice after
ected from various groups after various treatments and H&E staining
ars are equal to 50 mm. NQO1, HO-1, and Nrf2-stained immunofluo-
ous treatments (i). Scale bars are equal to 200 mm. Error bars represent
significant differences (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001).

Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6704–6714 | 6711
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US, respectively. At 12 h aer i.v. injection of PMQDs, the
tumors were treated with US irradiation (1 MHz, 2 W cm�2, duty
cycle: 50%, 3 min) and repeated daily for 3 days (Fig. 6a). Tumor
volumes and weights were measured to explore the anticancer
efficacy of PMQDs in vivo (Fig. 6e and f). The tumors of mice in
the PMQD group were smaller than those in the control group,
indicating that PMQDs showed a moderate therapeutic effect.
The therapeutic effect of PMQDs could be attributed to the
damaged antioxidant defense system of cancer cells as indi-
cated by immunouorescence images of tumor slices (Fig. 6i).
Upon US irradiation, PMQD-mediated SDT induced signi-
cantly enhanced suppressive effects on tumor growth. Notably,
complete tumor elimination occurred in the group of PMQDs +
US, and no tumor relapse was observed in further days. In order
to better understand the therapeutic efficacy upon various
treatments, H&E staining and TUNEL staining were further
performed. As expected, the group of PMQDs showed
a moderate level of cancer cell apoptosis, whereas the group of
PMQDs + US showed the highest level of cancer cell apoptosis
among all experimental groups (Fig. 6h and S21†). Additionally,
mice in all groups showed negligible differences in body weight
during the whole experimental period (Fig. 6g). H&E staining
images of major exposed organs from mice aer various treat-
ments indicated the high biocompatibility of PMQDs (Fig. 6h).

Given the excellent therapeutic efficacy, we then investigated
the biosafety of these PMQDs in detail. As shown in Fig. S22a,†
HaCaT cells (human epithelial cells) were used to investigate
the cytotoxicity of PMQDs towards normal cells. The results
indicated that PMQDs showed negligible cytotoxicity towards
normal cells even at doses higher than those required for SDT.
Recently, Chen and co-workers have found the antioxidative
behaviors of V2C MXene.34 These vanadium-based nano-
materials possessed high biocompatibility and exhibited robust
in vitro cytoprotection against oxidative stress. The vanadium
species in the V2C MXenes were mainly V2+, V3+, and V4+, which
played major roles in the antioxidant activity. However, in the
present study, only the high valence V species including V4+ and
V5+ were present on VCQDs. These V5+ species on VCQDs could
not only endow them with efficient GSH depletion properties
through GSH-mediated reduction, but also perturb the Nrf2/
ARE antioxidant mechanism in cells. More importantly, the
elevated Nrf2/ARE antioxidant mechanism in cancer cells
makes them highly sensitive to Nrf2/ARE antioxidant program
disturbance.14 Therefore, PMQDs showed selective cytotoxicity
towards cancer cells. Aerwards, the in vivo toxicity of PMQDs
was further investigated in healthy mice by body weight
measurement, histological analysis, and blood routine test at
the dose required for SDT (10 mg kg�1) and higher doses (25 mg
kg�1 and 50 mg kg�1). As shown in Fig. S22b,† mice in the test
group exhibited negligible differences in body weight, eating,
drinking, and activity. Moreover, H&E staining images of major
organs from mice in the test group suggested the high
biocompatibility of PMQDs (Fig. S22e†). Additionally, results of
a routine blood test indicated that there were no signicant
differences between the test group and the control group
(Fig. S22d†). All these results demonstrated the high biocom-
patibility of PMQDs.
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Conclusions

In summary, PMQDs could not only efficiently generate ROS
upon US irradiation, but also perturb the tumor antioxidant
mechanism for enhanced SDT of cancer. With efficient migra-
tion/separation of electron–hole pairs and narrow bandgap,
these PMQDs showed high US-triggered ROS generating effi-
cacy. Besides, PMQDs could hinder the Nrf2/ARE antioxidant
program, and decrease the expression of related downstream
antioxidant enzymes such as NQO1 and HO-1, and thus amplify
the cytotoxicity of ROS during SDT. The efficient Nrf2 antioxi-
dant program hindrance of cancer cells and high ROS gener-
ating efficacy of PMQDs highlight their promise as high-efficacy
SDT nanoagents.
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